Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 1
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Dean, Paul
City: North Harbour, P.B./NFLD
Number: 80-00002-177 to 189
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: Side 7: Interview: Biography & Sources ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 2
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Judge, Bridget; Judge, Patrick
City: Patrick's Cove, P.B./NFLD
Number: 80-00002-246 to 260
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: Side 8: The forest was covered in bushes ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 3
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Judge, Bridget; Judge, Patrick
Series Title: "A time at Coffey's"
City: Angels Cove, P.B./NFLD
Number: 80-00002-56 to 87
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: Side 5: Whistle tune ...; Side 6: The boy who wore the blue ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 4
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Judge, Patsy
City: Patrick's Cove, P.B./NFLD
Number: 80-00002-28 to 55
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: Side 3: A brisk young sailor ...; Side 4: Talking about singing occasions ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Type:</th>
<th>Audiovisual Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record Number:</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Goldstein, Kenneth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Editor:</td>
<td>Hopkins, Clarice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
<td>Goose Bay, Labrador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number:</td>
<td>KG-C13 (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>10/22/1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Title:</td>
<td>Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>1) The Rogues of Newfoundland (incomplete) ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format:</td>
<td>Reel to reel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accession Number:</td>
<td>Folklore Archive Box 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td>Copied from cassette master</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Type:</th>
<th>Audiovisual Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record Number:</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Goldstein, Kenneth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Editor:</td>
<td>Hodder, John; The Flummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
<td>Goose Bay, Labrador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number:</td>
<td>KG-C10 (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>10/19/1981; 10/22/1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Title:</td>
<td>Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>1) Their days ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accession Number:</td>
<td>Folklore Archive Box 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td>Copied from cassette master</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Type:</th>
<th>Audiovisual Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record Number:</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Goldstein, Kenneth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Editor:</td>
<td>Judge, Jerry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
<td>Hermitage, H.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number:</td>
<td>KG/WWC1B (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>07/30/1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Title:</td>
<td>Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>1) The Danny Goodstein ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format:</td>
<td>Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accession Number:</td>
<td>Folklore Archive Box 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td>Copied from cassette</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 8  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Michael, McGrath; Judge Bridget; Judge Patrick  
City: Patrick's Cove, P.B./ NFLD.  
Number: 80-00002-1 to 27  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Contents: Side 1: The June Gale (The Nordeast Gale) ...; Side 2: Fifty cents ...  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 9  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Downey, Jerome  
Number: KG/MB 3/4  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7  
Notes: Copy of KG/MB 3/4

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 10  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Bennet, Margaret; Masters, Mack; Hines, Ron; Campbell, Gerald; talk, Food  
Series Title: Mariposa Festival  
Type: Audio Recording  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Alternate Title: Mariposa Newfoundland  
Contents: 1) Margaret Bennet introducing performers; 2) Billy Joyce's Spree; ...  
Cast: Margaret Bennet, Mack Masters, Ron Hines, Gerald Campbell  
Format: Reel to reel  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 17

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 11  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth  
Year: 1982
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Clark, Alma  
City: Cartwright, Labrador  
Number: KG-C16  
Date: 10/1982  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7  
Notes: 1) Karl Augustus Anderson; 2) Lovely Jimmy; 3) The Broken Promise; 4) The Poor Worn-Out Sailor, (copied from cassette made by singer)
Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 15  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Goldstein, ?  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Hannam, Clara; Hannam, Susanna; Penney, Susanna  
City: Marystown, P.B.; Burin, P.B.  
Number: 80-00002-209 to 226  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Contents: Side 1: Rocks of Nancicam (The Golden Arrow) ...; Side 2: Barbara Allen ...  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 16  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Goldstein, ?  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Drake, Robert; Baker, Raymond  
City: Marystown, P.B.  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Accession Number: 80-00002-227 to 245  

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 17  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Mesher, Selby; The Flummies  
City: Paradise river, Labrador; Goose Bay, Labrador  
Number: KG-C14 (1981)  
Date: 10/22/1981  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Contents: 1) Trapper's song (made by Eldred Measlier) ...  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7  
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 18
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Blake, Cecil; Hefler, Minnie; Hamel, Miriam
City: Happy Valley, Labrador
Number: KG-C11 (1981)
Date: 10/20/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Two little girls in blue ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 19
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Broomfield, Sam
City: Mud Lake, Labrador
Number: KG-C12 (1981)
Date: 10/21/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Silver haired daddy of mine (learned from a record) ...
Format: reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 20
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Roberts, Leander
City: Cartwright, Labrador
Number: KG-C9 (1981)
Date: 10/16/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) It's of a rich Irish lady ...
Format: reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 21
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Roberts, Leander
City: Cartwright, Labrador
Number: KG-C8 (1981)
Date: 10/15/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Dark all over ...
Format: reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 22
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Williams, Henry John
City: Cartwright, Labrador
Number: KG-C7 (1981)
Date: 10/14/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) We're heading for a fortune ...
Format: Reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 23
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Dyson, Esau
City: Cartwright, Labrador
Number: KG-C6 (1981)
Date: 10/14/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The Banking's schooner (incomplete) ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 24
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Roberts, Leander
City: Cartwright, Labrador
Number: KG-C5 (1981)
Date: 10/14/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The July drive ...
Format: Reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 25
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; MacDonald, Ellen
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Roberts, Leander
City: Cartwright, Labrador
Number: KG-C4 (1981)
Date: 10/14/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Lonely Waterloo ...
Format: Reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 26
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Brien, Denyse
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Roberts, Leander; Broomfield, John
City: Goose Bay, Labrador
Number: KG-C3 (1981)
Date: 10/12/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Lay that Bucksaw Down ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 27
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Brien, Denyse
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Campbell, Edna
City: North West River, Labrador
Number: KG-C2 (1981)
Date: 10/12/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The rich merchants' daughter ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 28
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Brien, Denyse
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Hopkins, Clarice
City: Goose Bay, Labrador
Number: KG-C1 (1981)
Date: 10/09/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) German Kaise Bill (incomplete) ...
Format: reel to reel
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 29
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Judge, Patsy; Judge, Bride; McGrath, Stan; McGrath, Mikey; Brennan, Carrie
City: Angels Cove, Cape Shore
Number: KG/AO Tape 5/6
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-263 to 284
Notes: 263) The Beach of Strathblane by Mike McGrath; 264) The Fair Fanny Moore by Patsy Judge; 265) The Brule Boys by Bride & Patsy Judge; 266) Peter Emberly by Stan McGrath; 267) Lovely Leitrim by Stan McGrath; 268) The Forest Was Covered in Bushes by Patsy Judge; 269) There Once Was a Sailor by Bride Judge; 270) The Dance on Peter Street by Carrie Brennan; 271) The Wild Colonial Boy by Mikey McGrath
Girl I Left Behind Me by Patsy Judge; 280) Tatter Jack Walsh by Patsy Judge; 281) Mother Wouldn't Beat Him by Patsy Judge; 282) There Was an Old Woman by Patsy Judge; 283) Mary Bought a Pig by Patsy Judge; 284) Mary Neal by Patsy Judge

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 30
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Brennan, Caroline
City: Ship Cove, Cape Shore
Number: KG/AO Tape 1/2
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-212 to 238
Notes: 212) I'm Dinny Drake From Co(x) Clare by Caroline Brennan; 213) My Own Dear Galway Bay by Caroline Brennan; 214) Talk on Times by Caroline Brennan; 215) Fair Waterloo by Caroline Brennan; 216) Mary and Willie by Caroline Brennan; 217) The Scooner Annie (Peter Leonard) by Caroline Brennan; 218) The Dewy Dens of Yarrow by Caroline Brennan; 219) Jack was the Sailor by Caroline Brennan; 220) Comrades by Caroline Brennan; 221) Henry and Mary Ann by Caroline Brennan 222) The Six Wives by Caroline Brennan;


Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 31
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Judge, Bride; Judge, Patsy; McGrath, Dinny
City: Patricks Cove, P.B.
Number: KG/AO Tape 7/8
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-286 to 308
Notes: 286) Jonny Doyle by Bride Judge; 287) The Bonny Young Irish Boy by Patsy Judge; 288) The Blooming Bright Star of Belle Isle by Patsy Judge; 289) The Summer I spent in Bonay by Patsy Judge; 290) The Titanic by Patsy Judge; 291) The Petty Harbour Bait Skiff by Patsy Judge; 292) The Raffle at Joe Butt's Arm (Recitation) by Patsy Judge; 293) Johnny O'Reilly by Bride Judge; 294) The Last Fierce Charge by Patsy Judge; 295) A Brisk Young Sailor by Patsy Judge


Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 32
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Judge, Patsy; McGrath, Mike; Nash, Henry; McGrath, Theresa; Brennan, Carrie; McGrath, Stan; Judge, Bride
City: Angels Cove, P.B.
Number: KG/AO Tape 3/4
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-239 to 262
Notes: 239) Down Derry Down by Patsy Judge; 240) Bold John Donahue by Patsy Judge; 241) Boston Burglar by Bride Judge; 242) Northeast Gale by Mike McGrath; 243) You're Some Mother's Darling by Henry Nash; 244) Grief is a Knot by Henry Nash; 245) Mallow town by Theresa McGrath (do not use); 246) At the Close of an Irish Day by Theresa McGrath (do not use); 247) Black waterside by Carrie Brennan; 248) A Nice Cup of Tea by Stan McGrath;

Side two: 249) The Plains of Easter Snow by Patsy Judge; 250) The Tanyard Side by Patsy Judge; 251) Old Erin Far Away by Mike McGrath; 252) The Schooner Maryanne by Mike McGrath; 253) I went to a Party Consisting of Four by Patsy Judge and Mike McGrath; 254) A Lady in the East by Bride Judge; 255) The Tailor by Patsy Judge; 256) In Yorkshire City by Bride Judge; 257) The Days of the Week by Stan McGrath;
258) My Irish Jaunting Car by Henry Nash; 259) The Green Mossy Banks of _____ by Mike McGrath; 260) Two Sweethearts by Mike McGrath; 261) The Old Leather Britches by Carrie Brennan; 262) Cod Liver Oil by Bride Judge and Mike McGrath

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 33
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: McGrath, Dinny; Judge, Patsy; Power, Anthony; Judge, Bride
City: Patricks Cove, C.S.
Branch, S.M.B.
Number: KG/AO Tape 9/10
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-309 to 329


Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 34
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Meany, Dick; Meany, Mike; Tremblett, Nelly; Tremblett, Pat
City: Colinet, S.M.B.
Number: KG/AO Tape 11/12
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-330 to 348

Side two: 340) Tom Tobins Dicky Bird by Mike Meany; 341) Joey's Dream (Parody at Coker's Dream); 342) Patsy Grant by Dick Meany; 343) Save Your Money While You're Young by Nelly Tremblett; 344) The Boys in Blue by Nelly Tremblett; 345) The Smuggler's Warning by Dick Meany; 346) Son, Remember Your Mother Today by Pat Tremblett; 347) False Willy by Dick Meany; 348) The Crockery Ware by Dick Meany

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 35
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Mooney, Jack; Mooney, Neddy; Roche, Dermot
City: Branch, S.M.B.
Number: KG/AO Tape 13/14
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-349 to 371


Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 36
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: English, John Joe
City: Branch, S.M.B.
Number: KG/AO Tape 15/16
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-372 to 387

Side two: 385) John O'Reilly by John Joe English; 386) The Brooklyn Theatre Fire by John Joe English; 387) Patrick O'Reilly by John Joe English

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 37
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; O'Hara, Aidan; Two:, Side; Goldstein, Kenneth; Thomas, G.
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: English, John Joe; Benoit, Ben; Benoit, Emile; Benoit, Joachim; Retieffe, Fred
City: Branch, S.M.B.
Port-au-Port
Number: KG/AO Tape 17
KG/GT Tape 1
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-388 to 415
(dialogue) by John Joe English; 397) Dangerous Dan McGrew (monologue) by John Joe English

Side two: 398) The Woman in the House (fiddle tune) by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 399) The Lover's Reel (fiddle tune) by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 400) The Contrary Reel (fiddle tune) by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 401) Johnny Clou's Reel (fiddle tune) by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 402) Hit Her on the Hill (fiddle tune) by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 403) Cap Le Fait (fiddle tune) by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 404) Cod Liver Oil (song) by Fred Retieffe; 405) George Alfred Baker (song) by Fred Retieffe; 406) Un Jeunne Militare (song) by Emile Benoit; 407) Joachim talks about his grandfather (family history) by Joachim Benoit; 408) The Bum Song (song) by Emile Benoit; 409) Old rigadu (song) by Fred Retieffe; 410) Old Rigadu (song) by Fred Retieffe (singing) and Emile Benoit (violin); 411) The Poor Drunkard's Child by Fred Retieffe (singing) and Emile Benoit (violin); 412) Fred's Reel (Fiddle tune) Emile Benoit; 413) Gerald Thomas' Burnt Potato Reel by Emile Benoit; 414) The Skeleton Reel by Emile Benoit; 415) Narrative about his Composition of the 2 preceeding reels by Emile Benoit

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 38
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Rowlings, Hugh
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Gillard, Robert; Pollard, Alfred
City: Englee, Gt. N. Penin.
Number: KG/HR Tape 2/3
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-538 to 556

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 39
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Rowlings, Hugh
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Pollard, Alfred; Byrne, Denis, Sr.; Byrne, Denis, Jr.
City: Englee, Gt. N. Penin.
Conch, Gt. N. Penin.
Number: KG/HR Tape 4/5
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-557 to 585
Notes: 557) Lady Leroy by Alfred Pollard; 558) Roo Dum Doo by Alfred Pollard; 559) Baudy Stories by by Alfred Pollard; 560) There was a Fight not long ago by Alfred Pollard; 561) Nonsense Song "King William's..." by Alfred Pollard; 562) Rock of Gibraltar by Alfred Pollard; 563) Oh the Britches by Alfred Pollard; 564) Come Upstairs by Alfred Pollard; 565) Foxy Joey Clements by Alfred Pollard; 566) Poor Old Joey Blandford by Alfred Pollard; 567) Off She Goes by Alfred Pollard; 568) Green Grow the Bushes by Alfred Pollard; 569) Formin a line by Alfred Pollard; 570) Swinging up your Partners by Alfred Pollard; 571) Muscles in the Corner by Alfred Pollard; 572) She Went out into a Dory by Alfred Pollard; 573) Indeed I am in love with you by Alfred Pollard; 574) Beatin in the Bay with a NE wind by Alfred Pollard; 575) Whip Your Petticoats by Alfred Pollard

Side two: 576) Polly Moore by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 577) I'll Be a Good Boy and Do So No More by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 578) Hibernia's Lovely Jane by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 579) Lonely Water Loo by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 580) Poll Boys Together by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 581) Was In November I remember by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 582) Nellie McCoolin's Daughter Mary Ann by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 583) Navy True Blue by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 584) Filipino Rose (Hank Snow) by Denis Byrne, Sr. & Dennis Byrne, Jr.; 585) Two Sweethearts by Denis Byrne, Jr.

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 40
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Rowlings, Hugh
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Byrne, Dennis, Sr.; Byrne, Dennis, Jr.; Rowlings, Hugh
City: Conch, Gt. N. Penin.
Number: KG/HR Tape 6
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.

Accession Number: T-78-00001-586 to 594

Notes: 586) Mussels' in the Corner by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 587) I'se the Bye by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 588) Chase Me Charley by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 589) Stacks of Barley by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 590) Untitled dance tune by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 591) Roundhouse by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 592) The Old Padlock on the Old front Door by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 593) Foxy Joey Clements by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings; 594) One More Reel to Cross by Dennis Byrne, Sr., Dennis Byrne, Jr. & Hugh Rowlings

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material

Record Number: 41

Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Squires, ?

Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings

Series Editor: Hogan, Maurice

City: Flatrock, NFLD

Number: 80-00002-190 to 208

Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings

Contents: Side 1: Fighting Heroes of Newfoundland ...; Side 2: The Flemingos of Torbay, cont'd. ...

Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material

Record Number: 42

Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Thomas, G.

Year: 1978

Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings

Series Editor: Benoit, Emile; Benoit, Joachim; Benoit, Ben; Barter, Eliz; Woods, Uncle Frank

City: Port-au-Port Penin.

Number: KG/GT Tape 2/3

Date: 1978

Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings

Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.

Accession Number: T-78-00001-416 to 444

Notes: 416) Le Reve a Emile composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 417) Le reel du Demon composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 418) The Sabots (clogs) Reel composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 419) Piccadilly Slant / West Bay Center and Around the Corre pour L'Anse-a-Canards composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 420) Le Reel a Joe Smallwood composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 421) Micahel T. Wall's Breakdown composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 422) Helene's
Reel composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 423) The Flying Reel composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 424) The Waltz of the Mine composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 425) The Tennessee Waltz sung and played by Emile Benoit; 426) "Scottish" music by Emile, Joachim & Ben Benoit; 427) untitled fiddle tune composed and performed by Emile Benoit; 428) Joachim's Waltz made off of "Old Gautheir" composed and performed by Joachim Benoit

Side two (transcription on file): 429) Catherine a passe par ici by Eliz. Barter; 430) Marichal de France by Eliz. Barter; 431) Seven Years I Loved a Sailor by Eliz. Barter; 432) Butcher Boy by Eliz. Barter; 433) Tommy Caul (fragment) by Eliz. Barter; 434) When the Wind is in the West by Eliz Barter; 435) La Cocotte blanche by Eliz Barter; 436) Jack and His Mother by Eliz. Barter; 437) Anatole Lainey et le buerre by Eliz. Barter; 438) The 'Obo (song) by Uncle Frank Woods; 439) The Drunkard (recitation) by Uncle Frank Woods; 440) The Drunkard (sung) by Uncle Frank Woods; 441) Oh, the Night it was dark, it was stormy by Uncle Frank Woods; 442) Please Mr. Conductor by Uncle Frank Woods; 443) Margaret est bien malade by Eliz. Barter; 444) When I was Young and in my Youth by Uncle Frank Woods

Caption: Transcription of KG/GT Tape 3 on file with collection

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 43
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Thomas, G.
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Woods, Uncle Frank; Barter, Eliz; Costard, Mrs. Josephine (Josie Lacosta)
City: Port-au-Port Penin.
Number: KG/GT Tape 4/5
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-444 to 467
Notes: 444) The Cute Robber (folktale) by Uncle Frank Woods; 445) Riddling by Eliz. Barter; 446) The King's Daughter (Folktale - Mr. Fox) by Eliz. Barter; 447) Love (neck Riddle tale) by Uncle Frank Woods; 448) "All" (Riddle) by Uncle Frank Woods; 449) The Bishop and his foolish Brother (neck Riddle tale) by Uncle Frank Woods; 450) Come and sitly by the side of your mother my boy (song) by Uncle Frank Woods; 451) Magalone le Parson (song) by Eliz. Barter; 452) I'm a Hardworking Man (song) by Eliz. Barter; 453) Sabot-Bottes (folktale, Puss-n-Boots) by Eliz Barter; 454) Morning Prayer (French Song - prayer) by Uncle Frank Woods; 455) The Parson's Sheep (fable) by Uncle Frank Woods; 456) Seven Years I was (loved) a Sailor (frag) by Eliz Barter; 457) The Twin Riddle by Uncle Frank Woods

Side two: 458) Le Petit Village de l'Alsace by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 459) Trois Cavaliers Barons (perriere chez mon pere) by Mrs. Josephine Costard
(Josie Lacosta); 460) Flambeau d'amour by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 461) J'ai Travaille Cinq ou Six mois, dans la belle ville de Rennes by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 462) Le faucheur by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 463) La chanson des marionnettes by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 464) Joke (tea, coffee) by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 465) Le clairon by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 466) Chanson d'Eugene Cornect - Le Rousseau a Marianne by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta); 467) C'est toutes les filles de brest by Mrs. Josephine Costard (Josie Lacosta)

Caption: KG/GT 4 is transcribed

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 44
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Thomas, G.
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Rouzes, Cornelius; Costard, Josephine; (Lacosta, Josie)
City: Port-au-Port Penin.
Number: KG/GT Tape 6/7
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-468 to 494
Notes: 468) Blanche commela neige, Jolie comme le jour by Mrs. Josephine Costard; 469) Le beau monsieur tire ses gants blancs by Josie Lacosta; 470) Rosette n'a pas quinze ans by Josie Lacosta; 471) Le conte de petit Louis (incomplete tale) by Josie Lacosta; 472) La barbiere by Josie Lacosta; 473) J'ai mis ma pelle sur mon dos by Josie Lacosta; 474) Les Filles de Montcontour by Josie Lacosta

Side two: 475) Untitled, (Reel de Ste. Anne) by Cornelius Rouzes; 476) Waltz by Cornelius Rouzes; 477) Waltz Francaise by Cornelius Rouzes; 478) Untitled by Cornelius Rouzes; 479) Jig (fs 1,2) by Cornelius Rouzes; 480) La gigue du Cap by Cornelius Rouzes; 481) C'était 2 un petit village de l'Alsace by Cornelius Rouzes; 482) Chante la glouere et la Vaillance by Cornelius Rouzes; 483) Grand Dieu je suis t'a mon aise by Cornelius Rouzes; 484) Je t'chiens cte nid de fauvettes by Cornelius Rouzes; 485) Waltz by Cornelius Rouzes; 486) Jig by Cornelius Rouzes; 487) Jig by Cornelius Rouzes; 488) Composition by Cornelius Rouzes; 489) Composition above, repeated by Cornelius Rouzes; 490) Le Prince Eugene by Cornelius Rouzes; 491) Je suis l'amant malheureux by Cornelius Rouzes; 492) There's many a wild Canadian Boys ... by Cornelius Rouzes; 493) Jig by Cornelius Rouzes; 494) French jig by Cornelius Rouzes

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 45
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Thomas, G.
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Rouzes, Cornelius; Robin, Willy
City: Port-au-Port Penin.
Number: KG/GT Tape 8/9
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-495 to 516
Notes: 495) Lord Vicman by Cornelius Rouzes; 496) Two drummers sits on dinner in a
grand hotel one day by Cornelius Rouzes; 497) "C'est une fille, un garcon qui se
laiminent ensemble" by Cornelius Rouzes;

Side two: 498) Y a du bon ta bac dans ma tabatiere by Willy Robin; 499) Un grand
coup de vent de nordest by Willy Robin; 500) Le vingt cinq de Juillet du Cap by Willy
Robin; 501) Dierrier chez mon pere... by Willy Robin; 502) Je me suis mis en rang de
mai by Willy Robin; 503) Oh alle etait famille Royale by Willy Robin; 504) Sur le pont de
Nantes by Willy Robin; 505) Le Petit village de l'Alsace by Willy Robin; 506) Bonjour
bonnes gens, (Philippe le Grand) by Willy Robin; 507) Dans la riviere de Bordeaux by
Willy Robin; 508) Beau Paysan, veux-tu m'donner ta fille by Willy Robin; 509) C'était un
fille de dix-huit ans by Willy Robin; 510) C'est un jeune fille a l'age de tchinze ans by
Willy Robin; 511) Le tchure d'par chez nouz (incomplete) by Willy Robin; 512) Ah si
j'auais un amie pour m'y plaire by Willy Robin; 513) One day I was in my home
(recitation) by Willy Robin; 514) I got an airship she sails upon high by Willy Robin;
515) Catherine s'a fait casser un bras by Willy Robin; 516) j'ai travaille cinq a six mois
dans la belle ville de Rennes by Willy Robin

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 46
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Thomas, G.; Goldstein, Kenneth; Rowlings, Hugh
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Robin, Willy; Dower, John Edward
City: Port-au-Port Penin.
Conch, Gt. N. Penin.
Number: KG/GT Tape 10
KG/HR Tape 1
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-78-00001-517 to 537
Notes: 517) Riddles "Ombe" and "oeil" by Willy Robin; 518) Conte de Cormantchul by
Willy Robin; 519) Le conte de trois geants by Willy Robin; 520) Je plains le sort d'un
Jeone Garcon by Willy Robin; 521) Il est a Orleans by Willy Robin; 522) Ah oui, j'vous
dis dans ces prisons by Willy Robin; 523) Ah oui j'vous dis dans ces prisons by Willy
Robin; 524) Oh, vous autes mes voyageurs by Willy Robin; 525) Oh, vous autes mes voyageurs by Willy Robin; 526) Oh a Paris y a-t-une gentille brune by Willy Robin; 527) Grand Dieu je suis-ta'-t-a mon aise by Willy Robin; 528) Oh, moi je suis comme la rose by Willy Robin; 529) Une pie c'est pas comme in aute Gibier by Willy Robin; 530) Par un bonour, j'auais vignt ans (le reve de l'ivrogne) by Willy Robin; 531) En Rentrant dans la rade by Willy Robin; 532) En arrivant sus la rade de Tulon by Willy Robin


Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 47
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Campbell, Gerald
City: Branch St. Mary's Bay, NFLD
Number: 80-00002-261 to 291
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: Side 1: The Irish paddy ...; Side 2: Where the blarney roses grow ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 48
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Roche, Albert
City: St. Bride's, P.B. / NFLD.
Number: 80-00002-292 to 315
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: Side 3: A message from sweet home ...; Side 4 Tohn Reilly ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 49
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Burdett, Joshua
City: St. John's, NFLD
Number: KG-C15 (1981)
Date: 10/27/1981
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The Rogues of Newfoundland ...
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 50
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Skinner, Mary Anne
City: Francois, H.B.
Number: KG/WWC7B (1983)
Date: 07/24/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) We left the port of Sydney (pause) ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 51
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Fudge, Jerry
City: Hermitage Bay
Number: KG/WWC1A (1983)
Date: 07/30/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The manaray ferry ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 52
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Durnford, Charlie
City: Francois, H.B.
Number: KG/WWC9B (1983)
Date: 07/23/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The Sheffield apprentice ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 53
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Skinner, Fred
City: McCallum, H.B.
Number: KG/WWC2 (1983)
Date: 07/20/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) It’s of a sad misfortune (Easter Light); 2) You landsmen on the shore (The union from St. John’s); ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 54
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Greene, Annie
City: Francois, H.B.
Number: KG/WWC8 (1983)
Date: 07/23/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Little Joe; 2) I am after dreaming ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 55
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Morris, Clayton
City: St. Alban’s, H.B./ NFLD
Number: KG/WWC4 (1983)
Date: 07/21/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The sailor’s home II; 2) The sailor’s home I ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
**Accession Number:** Folklore Archive Box 7  
**Notes:** Copied from cassette master

**Reference Type:** Audiovisual Material  
**Record Number:** 56  
**Author:** Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
**Title:** Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
**Series Editor:** Pack, John  
**City:** McCallum, H.B.  
**Number:** KG/WWC3 (1983)  
**Date:** 07/21/1983  
**Short Title:** Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
**Contents:** 1) Karl Anderson ...  
**Format:** Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.

**Accession Number:** Folklore Archive Box 7  
**Notes:** Copied from cassette master

**Reference Type:** Audiovisual Material  
**Record Number:** 57  
**Author:** Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
**Title:** Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
**Series Editor:** Baggs, Harvey  
**City:** Francois, H.B.  
**Number:** KG/WWC6B (1983)  
**Date:** 07/22/1983  
**Short Title:** Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
**Contents:** 1) Taking gear in the night (by Jerry Fudge) ...  
**Format:** Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.

**Accession Number:** Folklore Archive Box 7  
**Notes:** Copied from cassette master

**Reference Type:** Audiovisual Material  
**Record Number:** 58  
**Author:** Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
**Title:** Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
**Series Editor:** Marsden, Samuel  
**City:** Francois, H.B.  
**Number:** KG/WWC5 (1983)  
**Date:** 07/22/1983  
**Short Title:** Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
**Contents:** 1) Joseph and Mary (Cherry Tree Corol) ...  
**Format:** Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.

**Accession Number:** Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 59
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Baggs, Harvey
City: Francois, H.B.
Number: KG/WWC6A (1983)
Date: 07/22/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) There's a unit from down nova scotia ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 60
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Fudge, George Sam
City: Francois, H.B.
Number: KG/WWC7A (1983)
Date: 07/23/1983
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) Richard's harbour ...
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 61
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Caul, Mary C.
City: Arnold's Cove, P.B.
Number: 800-00001-1 to 6
Date: 12/28/1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Contents: 1) The lass of mohee; 2) The sailor's home; 3) The bailow's daughter; 4) The loss of the golden arrow; 5) Sally and I must part; 6) Paddy McCarthy (completed on next tape)
Format: Recorded at 7 1/2 IPS on a Nagra III tape recorder
Notes: Location 2-1-26; KG/WW 1

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 62  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Donahue, Keith; Cole, Amanda  
City: Fogo Town  
Number: KG/WW3 (1985)  
Date: 07/20/1985; 07/23/1985  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Contents: 1) Joe Batts arms longliners (composed by Frank Dwyer) ...  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: Folklore Archive Box 7  
Notes: Copied from cassette master

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 63  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
Year: 1978  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Wareham, Wilfred  
City: Harbour Buffett, P.B.  
Number: KG/WW Tape 8(2)/9(1) / 9(2)/10  
Date: 1978  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: T-80-00001-57 to 67  
Notes: 57) The Girl from the West Country (continued from last tape) by Wilfred Wareham; 58) The Crab Fish by Wilfred Wareham; 59) Story: How I learned The Crabfish Song by Wilfred Wareham; 60) Coaker's Dream by Wilfred Wareham; 61) Brief Biography of William Coaker by Wilfred Wareham; 62) Kate from Branch by Wilfred Wareham; 63) Paddy Dover by Wilfred Wareham; 64) The Drunkard's Poor Wife by Wilfred Wareham; 65) The Black Sheep by Wilfred Wareham; 66) Father's Ship by Wilfred Wareham; 67) Spanish Main by Wilfred Wareham

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 64  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
Year: 1978  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Caul, Mary C.; Wareham, Leeland  
City: Arnold's cove, P.B.
Number: KG/WW Tape 1/2  
Date: 1979  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: T-80-00001-1 to 13  
Notes: 1) The Lass of Mohee by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 2) The Sailor's Home by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 3) The Bailow's Daughter by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 4) The Loss of the Golden Arrow by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 5) Sally and I must Part by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 6) Paddy McCarthy by Mrs. Mary C. Caul  
Side two: 7) Jonny I hardly Knew You by Leeland Wareham; 8) The Bleach of Straw blane by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 9) The Dark-eyed Sailor by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 10) The loss of the Steamship Dane (incomplete) by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 11) The Kitchen Floor by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 12) The loss of the Steamship Dane (incomplete) by Mrs. Mary C. Caul; 13) Young Edmond by Mrs. Mary C. Caul  
Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 65  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
Year: 1978  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Wareham, Baxter  
City: Arnold's Cove, P.B.  
Number: KG/WW Tape 3/4  
Date: 1978  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: T-80-00001-14 to 28  
Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 66  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred  
Year: 1978  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Caul, Mary C.; Slade, Linda
City: Arnold's Cove, P. B.
Kingwell, Long Island, P. B.
Number: KG/WW Tape 5/6
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-29 to 42
Notes: 29) The loss of the Steamship Dane (incomplete) by Mary C. Caul; 30) A Noble Man's Wedding by Mary C. Caul; 31) A Youful Damsel by Mary C. Caul; 32) Dark-eyed Sailor (incomplete) by Mary C. Caul; 33) John O'Reilly by Mary C. Caul; 34) Long John O'Reilly by Mary C. Caul


Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 67
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; Wareham, Wilfred
Year: 1978
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Slade, Linda; Wareham, Wilfred
City: Kingwell, Long Island, P.B.
Harbour Buffett, P.B.
Number: KG/WW Tape 6(2) / 7/8(1)
Date: 1978
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-43 to 56
Notes: 43) Lovely Annie of Mine (Completed from last tape) by Linda Slade; 44) Long Years Ago by Linda Slade; 45) The One-O Song by Linda Slade; 46) Bold Nelson by Linda Slade; 47) Susan Strayed on the Briney Beach by Linda Slade; 48) The Loss of the Schooner Maggie by Linda Slade; 49) Jimmy Whelan by Linda Slade; 50) Johnny Doyle's Farewell (last verse on side two) by Linda Slade

Side two: 51) Jim Harris by Linda Slade; 52) The Brule Song by Wilfred Wareham; 53) Johnny I Hardly Know Ya by Wilfred Wareham; 54) Donald Munroe (incomplete) by Wilfred Wareham; 55) The Gallant Soldier by Wilfred Wareham; 56) The Girl from the West Country by Wilfred Wareham (continued on next reel)

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 68
Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings on Reel.enl

Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric
Year: 1979
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Greene, Pat; Rose, Bride
City: Freshwater, P.B.
Number: KG/EW Tape 7/8
Date: 1979
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-102 to 110 (also listed as T-79-00002-35 to 43)
Notes: 102) The Dance on Peter's street by Pat Greene; 103) Waling on Labrador by Pat Greene; 104) The Noble's Prayer by Pat Greene; 105) The Cape Royal Disaster by Pat Greene; 106) Our 25th Anniversary Song by Pat Greene

Side two: 107) James Connolly by Bride Rose; 108) The Merasheen Song by Bride Rose; 109) Forman Young Munroe (Jam on Gerry's Rock) by Bride Rose; 110) Betsy from London Fair by Bride Rose

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 69
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric
Year: 1979
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Bishop, John
City: Placentia, P.B.
Number: KG/EW Tape 1/2
Date: 1979
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-68 to 76 (also listed as 79-00002-1 to 9)
Notes: 68) I've Been a Gay Roving Young Fellow by John Bishop; 69) Tobias Murphy and Jonattann by John Bishop; 70) Sally Munro by John Bishop; 71) The Dredging Song by John Bishop; 72) Thomas and Nancy (completed on side 2) by John Bishop

Side two(?): 72) Thomas and Nancy (continued) by John Bishop; 73) The Lofty Pines by John Bishop; 74) Cork Harbour by John Bishop; 75) Morrissey and The Russian Bear by John Bishop; 76) The Black Thorn Stick by John Bishop

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 70
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric
Year: 1979
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Bennett, Joachim; Wiffen, Gerald; Green, Pat
City: Freshwater, P.B.
Number: KG/EW Tape 5/6
Date: 1979
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-90 to 101 (also listed as T-79-00002-23 to 34)
Notes: 90) The Annie Roberts by Joachim Bennett; 91) Jimmy Welan by Gerald Wiffen; 92) Maggie Darling by Gerald Wiffen; 93) The Nobleman's Wedding by Joachim Bennett; 94) The Merasheen Song by Gerald Wiffen; 95) Paddy O'Brien by Gerald Wiffen

Side two: 96) Wedding Bells Shall Not Ring Out by Pat Green; 97) Jim Collins by Pat Green; 98) Morris Kelly by Gerald Wiffen; 99) Down by the Tan yard side by Gerald Wiffen; 100) The Three Cornered Cupboard by Joachim Bennett; 101) The Irish Paddy by Gerald Wiffen

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 71
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric
Year: 1979
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Rose, Bride
City: Freshwater, P.B.
Number: KG/EW Tape 9/10
Date: 1979
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-111 to 122
Notes: 111) John Delaney by Bride Rose; 112) Red Island song by Bride Rose; 113) Jimmy and Nancy by Bride Rose; 114) Captain William Jackman by Bride Rose; 115) Old Erin Far Away by Bride Rose

Side two: 116) Here I am Drunk Again by Bride Rose; 117) My Alabama Sweetheart Far Away by Bride Rose; 118) Down by the Riverside by Bride Rose; 119) The Boston Burglar by Bride Rose; 120) Caroline Anderson by Bride Rose; 121) The Little Red Light by Bride Rose; 122) I wish I had someone to love me (incomplete) by Bride Rose

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 72
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric
Year: 1979
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Series Editor: Whiffen, Gerald; Slade, Linda
City: Placentia, P.B.
Number: KG/EW Tape 12/13  
Date: 1979  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: T-80-00001-131 to 146  
Side two: 139) Joke by Gerald Whiffen; 140) Joke by Gerald Whiffen; 141) Young Edmund by Gerald Whiffen; 142) The Kate from Branch by Linda Slade; 143) Tobacco Song by Linda Slade; 144) The Banks of the Silvery Tide by Gerald Whiffen; 145) Jim Harris (incomplete) by Linda Slade; 146) Jim Harris by Gerald Whiffen

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 73  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric  
Year: 1979  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Shea, Frank; Joachim, Bennett  
City: Placentia, P.B.  
Freshwater, P.B.  
Number: KG/EW Tape 3/4  
Date: 1979  
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.  
Accession Number: T-80-00001-77 to 89 (also listed as T-79-00002-10 to 22)  
Notes: 77) The Titanic by Frank Shea; 78) Rose-au-rev by Frank Shea; 79) The Cobbler by Frank Shea; 80) The General Rollison by Frank Shea; 81) The Hole in the Wall by Frank Shea; 82) Jimmy and Nancy by Frank Shea; 83) The Bugaboo by Frank Shea  
Side two: 84) The Cat Got on the Lamp by Joachim Bennett; 85) The Damsel of 19 years old by Joachim Bennett; 86) The Ghost on the Ship by Joachim Bennett; 87) The Census taker by Joachim Bennett; 88) The Village Bride (The Silvery Tide) by Joachim Bennett; 89) The Buns of Daily Bread by Joachim Bennett

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 74  
Author: Goldstein, Kenneth; West, Eric  
Year: (1979?)  
Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings  
Series Editor: Parsons, Cornelius
City: Placentia, P.B.
Number: KG/EW Tape 11
Short Title: Goldstein Newfoundland Recordings
Format: Reel to reel 7 1/2 inch.
Accession Number: T-80-00001-123 to 129
Notes: 123) The Burglar by Cornelius Parsons; 124) The Crockery Ware by Cornelius Parsons; 125) Mr Sorley's Twins by Cornelius Parsons; 126) Two Men Saved at Sea by Cornelius Parsons; 127) Cape Pine's Treacherous Shore by Cornelius Parsons; 128) The Tipperary Miss by Cornelius Parsons; 129) Mary and Willie by Cornelius Parsons; 130) The Story behind "Cape Pine's Treacherous Shores" by Cornelius Parsons

Side two: Empty